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Abstract
Power consumption of very large scale circuits may increase 
significantly during testing. This extra power consumption may 
give rise to several problems. It may be responsible for cost, 
performance verification, technology related problems and 
can reduce the battery life when on-line testing is considered. 
Because of increased design complexity and advanced fabrication 
technologies, the number of tests and corresponding data volume 
increases rapidly. As the large size of test data volume is becoming 
one of the major problems in testing System-on-a-Chip (SoC), 
several compression coding schemes have been proposed in the 
literatures. Test data compression is an effective methodology 
for reducing test data volume and testing time. The survey of 
the low power testing using compression techniques that can be 
used to test VLSI circuits by combining better performance of 
these methods.
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I. Introduction
As scale of integration increases more and more transistors are 
packed into a chip. This leads to increase in operating frequency 
and capacity per chip, resulting increased power dissipation. 
Electronics is characterized by reliability, low power dissipation, 
low weight and volume, low cost, less complexity. Power 
dissipation is critical parameter in the VLSI design [1]. Other 
important parameters are area and speed. Portable devices are 
mainly depends on power dissipation. Various sources of power 
dissipation are

staticleakagetshortcicuidynamicavg PPPPP +++=

1. Dynamic power dissipation is due charging and discharging of 
circuit capacitance

CL is output load capacitance and N is switching activity, f is 
operating frequency and Vdd is supply voltage
2. Short circuit power dissipation is due to rise /fall times of the 
signal.

K - depends on size of the transistor, N is average number of 
transitions, f is clock frequency and τ is rise and fall time of input 
signal
3. Leakage power dissipation is due reverse bias leakage current 
and sub threshold condition

))1/(exp( −= TddSleakage VVII
VT = KT/q is thermal voltage and Is is reverse leakage current 
Static power dissipation is power consumed during circuit is in 
idle condition due a path exist between power supply and ground 

because of Pmos transistors in the circuit [2]. This can be reduced 
by different techniques were proposed in low power design 
methods in the past. While considering the test power dissipation 
more than the normal power dissipation. Testing play a important 
role in the VLSI field. Testing is a process in which the circuit 
behavior is verified to be correct or incorrect. If it is incorrect, 
detect behavior, diagnose the misbehavior. Four types of testing 
are followed to check the IC were proposed earlier are verification 
testing which verify the whether design was correct and chip satisfy 
the given specification. Functional testing which measures circuit 
functionality, AC, DC characteristics of the chip. DC parametric 
test measures the electrical characteristic and AC parametric test 
measures transient characteristics of the chip. The production 
testing verifies the whether device under test must satisfies the 
specification. Burn in testing verifies the reliability of device under 
elevated temperature [3-4]. Testability is a Design Characteristics 
that determines cost associated with testing. Design for testability 
(DFT) is design techniques that makes test generation and test 
application are at minimum cost. Design-for-Testability (DFT) 
Techniques are Ad-Hoc DFT and Structural Methods such as Full 
Scan, Partial Scan, BIST, Boundary Scan, Syndrome-Testable 
Design etc. Built-In Self-Test (BIST) Techniques are Signature 
Analysis, Pseudorandom Pattern Generator (PRPG), Built-In Logic 
Block Observer (BILBO. Conventional test approach requires 
significant amount of storage for saving the correct output of all 
test vectors
The complexity of modern Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 
circuits has made test generation one of the most complicated and 
time-consuming problems in the domain of digital design. As the 
sizes of circuits grow, test costs increase. Test costs include time and 
resources spent to test circuits and generate appropriate test vectors. 
The most important subtask of any test generation approach is the 
suitability analysis of a given set of test vectors. Fault simulation is 
the most often used way for that purpose. Fig. 1, shows the testing 
process with fault simulation. Efficient fault simulation algorithms 
are classified into Design for Testability (DFT), Built-In Self Test 
(BIST). Techniques for Design for testability are ad hoc techniques, 
Scan design; Boundary Scan and Built-in Self Test (BIST) are 
Random Number Generator (RNG), Signature Analyzer (SA)

Fig. 1: Testing Flowchart
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II. Background of Test Data Compression
In compression test approach, the information saved is compressed 
form of the test outcome, called signature. A circuit is tested by 
comparing observed signature with the correct signature. The 
process of reducing complete output response to a signature is 
called as compressing. Various types’ compression techniques 
are discussed below.
Test compression is an effective method for reducing test data 
volume and test application time with relatively small cost. 
An effective test structure for embedded hard cores are easy 
to implement and capable of producing high-quality tests and 
successfully as part of design flow.
The purpose of Test data compression are to reduce Test data 
volume, Test time, Test pins and it categories are first Test 
Stimulus Compression such as Code-based schemes, Linear-
decompression-based schemes, Broadcast-scan-based schemes. 
Second Test Response Compaction, such as Space compaction, 
Time compaction, mixed time and space compaction. Code-based 
schemes are Lossless compression methods are normally used 
when it is cannot afford to lose any data. Various Code-based 
schemes are Dictionary code (fixed-to-fixed), Huffman code 
(fixed-to-variable), Run-length code (variable-to-fixed), Golomb 
code (variable-to-variable) 
Fig. 2, shows the building a Dictionary code which is an indexed 
dictionary and compressing a string of symbols.

Fig. 2: Dictionary Code (fixed-to-fixed) 

Fig. 3, shows Huffman coding which assigns shorter codes to 
symbols that occur more frequently and longer codes to those 
that occur less frequently.

Fig. 3. Huffman Code (Fixed-to-Variable) 

Fig. 4, Shows Run-length encoding is probably the simplest 
method of compression. It can be used to compress data made 
of any combination of symbols. It can be very efficient if data is 
represented as 0s and 1s.This method is to replace consecutive 
repeating occurrences of a symbol by one occurrence of the symbol 
followed by the number of occurrences.
 

Fig. 4: Run-Length Code (Variable-to-Fixed) 

Fig. 5: Golomb Code (Variable-to-Variable)
 
Fig. 5, shows Golomb code is variable-length code, a bit like 
Huffman; however, rather than being based on the data, like 
Huffman, it’s based on a simple model of the probability of the 
values (which are explicitly dealt with as natural numbers, rather 
than being abstract symbols): small values are more likely than 
big ones. The precise relation between size and probability is 
captured in a parameter, the divisor. A Golomb-Rice code is 
a Golomb code where the divisor is a power of two, enabling 
an efficient implementation using shifts and masks rather than 
division and modulo.Linear-decompression-based schemes are 
Combinational linear decompressors, Fixed-length sequential linear 
decompressors, Variable-length sequential linear decompressors, 
Combined linear and nonlinear decompressors, Combinational 
linear decompressors. Figure:6 shows a combinational linear 
decompressor that receives bits from the tester and expands 
it to scan chains. The Boolean matrix for this decompressor 
can be constructed simply from the XOR network. Each row 
corresponding to a scan chain will have the inputs that are XORed 
together to get the scan chain value as and all the others as. Figure.7 
shows the Variable-length sequential linear decompressors Can 
vary the number of free variables, Better encoding efficiency, 
More control logic and control information.
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Fig. 6: Fixed-Length Sequential Liner & Decompressors

Fig. 7: Variable-Length Sequential Linear Decompressors 

Fig. 8: Combined Linear and Nonlinear Decompressors

Fig. 8, shows the combined linear and nonlinear decompressors, 
Specified bits tend to be highly correlated. It can achieve greater 
compression than either alone.The paper organized as. In the section 
one, introduction about the testing of VLSI circuits and in the two 
we present a background of test data compression. In the third 
section we discussed about the various code based compression 
techniques that exist to reduce this power consumption during test 
mode and in the fourth section, we present the survey on linear 
decompression based techniques. In the fifth section we present 
result and discussion and in the sixth section as conclusion 

III. Low Power Testing Using Code Based Compression 
Techniques
Run length based compression techniques and various code based 
compression methods, d’nt care bit fill and entropy methods were 
described [5] and various results compared that are shown in 
fig. [19]. The various problems during external testing and BIST 
of the circuits were discussed and authors give suggestions that 
computer aided design may be incorporated in future work [6] to 
reduce test power. The DICTIONARY based two compression 
techniques (9C and V9C) were used, one type is fixed length fixed 
code with small decoder and another type is variable length block 
with high compression ratio and structural information of core is 
not required, they compare 9C with fixed code word and Huffman 
codeword. Huffman codeword produce better compression ratio 
[7]. The Huffman coding for multiple scan chain with multilevel 

coding along with chosen size of block and best cluster and 
decompression architecture for generating clusters of test bits in 
parallel. This reduces the test time with high compression ratio 
[8]. Test data are compressed using following steps, divide the 
input test data based number of scan chain then select dictionary 
and bitmask and perform compression based on this selection and 
don’t care resolution. In this methods two bitmask selection are 
used, one is fixed only applied for fixed locations and another is 
sliding bitmask can be applied for any where Dictionary selection 
is based on three graph model techniques, first one is two step 
method consider the edges only if directly matches, second is 
method using compatible edges, matching on the basis considering 
weights of all edges are equal means the third, MCE with edge 
weights are calculated as number of bits saved if that edges used 
for direct or bitmask matching. In this way it reduces test time 
and memory requirements [9]. Two algorithms that are used to 
reduce capture power by with and without compression loss with 
selectively the X-filling up to particular capture power limit and 
the results are demonstrate using benchmarks for capture power 
and compression [10]. The Frequency directed code is a Variable 
to variable code it is based on distributions of runs of 0’s discussed 
[11]. The statistical code which in turn depends on minimum 
number of codeword length defined as (Lmin=bfT/fsys) block 
size multiplied with ratio of tester clock and system clock which 
reduce hardware architecture [12]. The methods that consist of 2 
techniques, one is coding of even bits marking using run length 
coding methods and second is selective output inversion. In this 
paper code words are divided into odd and even bits, odd bits 
represent the length of the runs and even bits represents end of the 
code word [13]. The viterbi algorithm for test data compression 
and Viterbi decompressor(VD) which Consists of Flip flop and 
XOR gates. Each output consists of three XOR taps. Number 
of XOR taps and hamming controls the Output of the Viterbi 
decompressor. Compressed vector s are generated by using viterbi 
algorithm and Memory required for 
survivor paths = bitsnLofFFs )**2( #

Viterbi algorithm 
Step 1: based on input sequence it constructs the trellis diagram
Step 2: it calculates branch metric and path metric using hamming 
distance between the paths 
Step3: optimum selection is based on comparison of metric of 
all the paths; it selects paths with lowest metric [14]. The coding 
schemes and weighted scan latch reordering (W-SLR) algorithm 
are combined to reduce the transition activity in scan in and scan 
out sequences which in turn controls the scan power and volume of 
test data [15]. The method to mixed the best property of run length 
coding and Huffman coding to reduce Test data volume, time and 
scan power by two steps, first Run length coding was applied 
which reduces transition and power dissipation by compression, 
second the Huffman encoding was applied to further compress 
the data were discussed [16]. 

IV. Low Power Testing Using Linear: Decompression-
Based Schemes
The LFSR reseeding techniques based exponent dividing; the test 
vectors are redivided by integer power of 2. This method has better 
compression results and reduced hardware [17].The compression 
method that find out the number of conflict bit(U) and calculate 
the threshold value. The test patterns are divided into two groups. 
One group consists of more combinations of ‘0 and 1’ and another 
group consists of more combinations of x’ bits, perform clustering 
of two groups. If more of unspecified bits means high compression 
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is possible. Test data compression method If the combination of 
input bits ‘0’ or ‘0’ and ‘X’ only then compressed data output is ‘0’ 
and If the combination of input bits ‘1’ or ‘1’ and ‘X’ only , then 
compressed data output is ‘1’ and If the combination of input bits 
‘0’ and ‘1’, then compressed data output is ‘U’. The test patterns 
are compressed as above and seed is send to LFSR and control 
unit which is control input to the multiplexer, the two input to 
the multiplexer are from LFSR and free running LFSR [18]. The 
method that calculate the output deviation of all test vectors are 
calculated and select the largest value for every capture cycle of 
free fault response which gives the maximum expected deviation. 
Densely specified test cubes are encoded by minimum number of 
variables which in turn decrease the seed volume and test vectors 
generated by seeds will be different due to different encoding so 
we get higher defect coverage [19]. The architecture that reduces 
more number of transitions by using auxiliary chain, This chain 
shifts in the difference between consecutive test vectors and only 
the trigger data are applied to the CUT. Power and test time are 
reduced by additional multiplexer, Data reformatting techniques. 
This architecture consists of data register and triggering chain 
along with three modes of operation first is Shift mode enable 
goes to low , data can be shifted in the TR chain without effecting 
the contents of DR FF, Second is Trigger mode Enable goes to 
high and when Xor =1 DR (inv) XOR=0 DR, third is Normal 
mode: TR loaded with sequence of alternating 1’s and 0’s only 
once and then Test vectors are reordered to reduce the number of 
transitions in DR chain This architecture can reduces both test time 
and ATE memory requirements. It is also used to test delay faults 
[20]. The average and peak power consumption of circuits. In this 
paper reducing scan shift and scan capture operation by scan chain 
segmentation and removal of don’t cares and frequently occurring 
scan cells were partitioned into same scan chain and other scan 
cells are disabled during scan operation. All scan chain shares the 
I/O signals during shift operation and counter is used to count the 
number of shifts [21]. A new LFSR reseeding scheme is proposed 
for effective test data compression and to store the data whenever 
the clock is active. From the stored data the remaining values are 
calculated. This method reduces storage and clock transition and 
improved compression ratio [22]. The various power dissipation 
during external and BIST testing and the authors recommend 
computer aided design methods [23]. The various methods to 
reduce the length of seeds by using multiple polynomial LFSR , 
and seed compression obtained by using variation LFSR reseedings 
. storage was reduced by separate LFSR used to test random pattern 
fault and reseeding with seed compression is used to test the 
remaining fault [24].The proposed two methods for improving the 
compression of linear compression schemes, scan inversion, and 
reconfiguration of the decompressor, A systematic procedure based 
on linear algebra was described for selecting the set of inverted 
scan cells with no hardware overhead. The reconfiguration of 
a linear decompressor is represented as a constrained Boolean 
matrix and a symbolic Gaussian elimination method is proposed 
to solve it with very little hardware [25]. The proposed scheme that 
divides each test cube into several non- transitional or transitional 
blocks, and can eliminate the transitions introduced in the non-
transitional blocks. The original test cube is encoded into the 
low power test cube. The proposed encoding scheme provides a 
way to reduce the test power for LFSR and also improving the 
test compression is achieved [26]. The proposed method which 
reduces the number of transitions in the scan chains (by filling 
the unspecified bits in a different manner), and second it reduces 
the number of specified bits that need to be generated via LFSR 

reseeding [27]. The processor that can generate and reuse random 
numbers to construct test patterns and selectively apply only those 
patterns that contribute to the fault coverage, significantly reducing 
the pattern generation time, the total number of test applications 
and, hence, the test time [28]. The Selective pattern compression 
for reducing test data volume and power by two groups, in the 
first group shift in patterns are in compressed form and X-bits 
are more. X-bit omit ratio is used to separate two groups, the 
decoders works as to select the patterns and make partition then 
compression and power optimization. The two decoders provide 
slight difference in compression and optimization [29].

V. Results and Discussion
In this review paper presented code based compression and linear 
decompression based compression techniques. In this run length 
ordering with Extended FDR has better % compression than other 
techniques [5]. Comparison of run length based compression 
was shown in the fig. 9. Performance comparison of linear 
decompression techniques is shown in figure 10. In the linear 
decompression method LFSR reseeding has better % compression 
than other methods [24-25, 28]. LFSR reseeding schemes was 
compared with Reseeding methodology for low power based on 
LFSR[figure11]which shows that reseeding methods has better 
compression % and power is also reduced [27]. 

Fig. 9: Comparison of Code Based Compression Methods

Fig. 10: Comparisonof Linear Decompression Based Compression 
Methods
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Fig. 11: Comparison of % Compression and % Power Reduction 
of LFSR Reseeding With Reseeding Methodology for Low Power 
Based on LFSR [23]

VI. Conclusion
In this paper, we twenty five papers taken for survey for both type 
of methods out of which the results shows that run length based 
reordering has better performance and linear decompression based 
reseeding methods, the Reseeding methodology for low power 
based on LFSR shows better compression percentage and reduced 
power. The researchers can start with this method and explore the 
possibilities of combine the both methods for further compression 
with consideration of area overhead of on-chip decoder and overall 
test time , test volume and test power.
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